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Tips -
Overview
Purpose:
The purpose of this study is to provide an evaluation 
of the social media presence of Kayla Itsines and her 
company the Bikini Body Training Company (BBTC ).
Introduction:
This report simulates a document that a social media 
consulting firm would produce for a prospective client. 
An evaluation of the current state as well as 
opportunity for growth is presented. 
A textual analysis of Itsines’ and the BBTC’s major 
social media platforms is used to gather the 
necessary data. Through coding, the content is 
organized into a SWOT analysis. Finally, based on the 
information gathered, three major recommendations 
for improvement are provided.
Method:
A textual analysis of Itsines’ six major social media 
platforms was used to  gather the data to assess the 
current state of social media presence. These  
platforms include:
The data from each platform was compiled to develop 
a SWOT Analysis that assesses the state of Itsines’ 
social media presence.
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Reoccurring Themes:
Kayla Itsines’ social media strategy uses the theme of 
connection to elicit emotional responses from the target 
audience. This is achieved by:
• Posting client transformation photos/ testimonials 
(Figure 1.).
• Using first-person language in text posts, creating 
the illusion that Itsines personally posts the content.
• Directly engaging with users through comments and 
“likes.”
Social media is designed to give users sense of 
connection; this is also the aim of the fitness industry.
“Fitness sells on emotion, and sharing content on 
social media relies on eliciting emotional 
responses,” 
-Jonathan Goodman, CEO of the Personal Trainer Development Centre, and 
social media consultant (Heamers, 2016). 
Figure 1.
Recommendations:
1. Reduce the amount of social media 
saturation 
2. Move to rebrand
3. Evolve with audience needs
Use: Provides a look into Itsines’ personal life through photos
Content Type: Photos and videos; lengthy captions; ads
Use: To compile content featured across all platforms
Content Type: videos; inspirational posts (140+ Characters)
Use: Indirect audience engagement
Content Type: "Boards" that facilitate content from other 
platforms
Use: Direct audience engagement and advertising
Content Type: Original text posts; photos; shared information 
Use: To instruct clients on how to use products/services
Content Type: Original videos; vlogs
Use: To facilitate content featured on other platforms
Type of Content: Photos/videos curated from Instagram and 
Pinterest
Strengths Weaknesses
• Strategy creates
connection between 
brand and audience.
• Target Audience of 
Women.
• Oversaturation on social 
media is expensive to 
maintain.
• Company needs to rebrand; 
move away from limiting 
term “bikini body.”
Opportunities Threats
• Leader of “fitness & 
social media” trend.
• Ability to control the 
direction of the trend
• Socio-cultural trends don’t 
support the term “Bikini 
Body” being used in a 
brand.
• Competitors with more 
neutral branding could 
emerge.
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